
The Challenge

Structured forms make up the backbone of processing workflows for 
many organizations. Before information can be extracted from those 
forms, they need to be accurately identified and sorted into the proper 
databases for future reference. When it comes to tax forms and other 
documents, there could be dozens (or even hundreds) of similar yet 
distinct forms that could create serious delays if they’re not routed 
into the correct processing workflow. And if those forms are lacking 
signatures, they could create further disruptions down the line, further 
impacting efficiency.

The Solution

Accusoft’s FormFix is a powerful forms identification SDK integration 
that can quickly and accurately match incoming forms to templates 
stored within a master library. Equipped with image cleanup tools 
that can remove imperfections and noise from documents and 
images, FormFix ensures that forms will be processed accurately as 
they make their way through your workflow. The SDK also features 
optical mark recognition (OMR) for reading bubbles/checkboxes and 
detecting signatures. FormFix can also drop out form information like 
fillable boxes and instructional text to improve your application’s data 
capture accuracy. 

Accelerate Your 
Forms Workflow

Identify forms and verify signatures to 
streamline forms processing applications.
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FormFix

Automate 
Your Forms 

Identification 

Clean up and 
realign incoming 
forms so they can 

be rapidly matched
 to customized 
templates and 
routed through
 your workflow.



Form Identification
Analyze and align scanned structured forms to match them 
with predefined form templates stored within your master 
forms database.

Optical Mark Recognition (OMR)
Powerful OMR functionality identifies fillable form answers 
such as bubbles and checkboxes used for testing, surveys, 
applications, and more.

Signature Detection
Use OMR to determine whether or not the signature fields 
on structured forms have been completed to flag forms not 
yet ready for processing.

Form Dropout
Remove image content such as form boxes as well 
as descriptive and instructional text to improve your 
application’s data extraction accuracy.

Image Enhancement and Cleanup
Enhancement and correction algorithms repair common 
imperfections like poor resolution, skewed images, 
specks, punch holes, fax lines, and more for more accurate 
processing.

Accelerate Forms Workflows
Automate your forms identification process to match forms 
quickly and route them to the appropriate database more 
efficiently.

Better Cleanup for Better Accuracy
Scanned forms are enhanced, cleaned up, and aligned to 
ensure accurate identification and routing. 

Customize Your Forms Processing
Build a customized form template library and route 
identified forms to any destination, whether you need to 
archive them or send them to data extraction software.

Features

Benefits
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FormFix

Our powerful forms 
identification and 
OMR technology 
delivers versatile 

forms functionality 
to your applications 
so you can build the 
workflows that suit 

your processing needs. 
With the FormFix SDK, 

fully customizable 
structured forms 

recognition is only  
a code-based 

integration away.

 Learn what  
you can build.

Contact Us Today

https://www.accusoft.com/
https://www.accusoft.com/contact-us/

